
Cycloid unlocks DevOps and hybrid cloud for everyone

In the context of multi clouds, tools, and processes, Cycloid improves developer experience (DevX) 

and operational efficiency to smooth the way for change management and open up DevOps and 

cloud adoption for everyone. No matter the skill level, every user from dev to CTO can interact with 

automation and the cloud freely while maintaining best practices & governance. Cycloid is based 

on your Git, and is tool and cloud provider-agnostic.

Contributing to
the community

Some of our references

The leading DevOps and
hybrid cloud platform
Quickest way to better DevX? Better DevOps.
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git_app-code

s3_app-release

git_stack-terraform

slack-alert

git_config-terraform

ami_font

build-application

functional-tests

build-ami-front

Use this stack

Deploy packages to Github.

cycloid:stack-github-package

Use this stack

Create an Amazon ELK infrastructure with

Amazon ElasticSearch + Kibana.

cycloid:infra-amazon-elk

Use this stack

This stack allows to deploy a configure compute

instance in one of the available providers.

cycloid:stack-compute
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Monthly cost (USD)*

$493.92

Annual cost estimation (USD)*

$4,939.20
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80% of organizations have struggled 
with DevOps adoption over the 
last 5 years 82% of organizations are following an hybrid 

Cloud strategy but are struggling to 
govern & improve efficiency

Statista research 2022

®

Your devs will take care of 
deployments autonomously 
and upskill along the way.

Your DevOps team will have 
fewer open tickets and more 

time to innovate and scale up.

Your execs will enjoy easier 
management with built-in 

governance and observability tools.

http://www.cycloid.io
http://www.cycloid.io/open-source-software
http://www.cycloid.io/customer-stories


Improve Developer Experience

Replace half-baked custom solutions with a simple, visual 

platform and empower your devs to reach their full 

DevOps potential in Cycloid’s self-service portal.

Maximize DevX

Follow us
cycloid.io @cycloid_io linkedin.com/company/cycloid github.com/cycloidio 

Let the numbers do the talking

Decrease 
tickets by 70%

Scale DevOps & cloud 
rollout 70% faster

Design to production is 
50% faster

RunRun

View cost detailsView cost details

Configure environment:

Review and Run4

Use case: AWS Change selected use case
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$4,939.20

Estimation up-to-date

Control Infra Costs

Estimate costs before your deploy, centralize all your 

cloud billing in one place and manage resources in 

inventory management with Cycloid’s FinOps solutions.

Cut cloud spending

Unlock Hybrid Cloud

Achieve agility, flexibility, and revolutionary 

time-to-market speed with pre-configured 

environments in Cycloid’s service catalog and 

prepare your business for any change.

Unlock now

http://www.cycloid.io/solutions/self-service-portal
http://www.cycloid.io/solutions/hybrid-cloud
http://www.cycloid.io/solutions/finops
https://github.com/cycloidio
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cycloid/
https://twitter.com/cycloid_io
https://www.cycloid.io/

